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A message from the president

Traditionally, spring is a season of rebirth,
regeneration, and renewal. For academic
administrators, however, calendars are
offset by six months. For us life begins in
early September when our students and
faculty return in full force and buildings
and grounds are transformed once again
into a pulsating and vibrant campus. So it
was in this my first year as president when
our 3,048 undergraduate students returned
from their homes in 27 states and 26
foreign countries.
Awaiting them was a brand new
dormitory whose doors were officially
opened on August 30. The addition of
Dormitory 16 means that 76% of our
undergraduate students will reside on
campus. By this time next year, with the
completion of new senior town houses, we
expect this percentage to rise to 87%.
Think about it. In 1979, just ten years ago,
fewer than 50% of our students lived on
campus.
It wasn't only a new building that greeted
our returning students. There were
exciting new faculty and staff as well who
joined the Bryant community during the
summer months, including Paul Dion,
William Graves, Joseph McCarthy, Judith
McDonnell, and Joseph Urgo. Also joining
us in the classroom is US Congressman
Ronald Machtley, a member of the
"team" teaching a course in business and
government. Associate Professor Joe
Ilacqua and I are the other members of
the team, and if the first few classes are
indicative, it is going to be a very
stimulating and enlightening experience
for students and instructors alike. The
course not only permits our students to
gain an insider's perspective on the
complex interactions and interdependence
between business and government, but it
has given the Congressman and me the
opportunity to reenter the classroom.

an uneventful summer, certainly not with
the New England Patriots once again
using the campus as their summer
training camp. The Patriots were joined
on occasion by their new owner Victor
Kiam '89H who, in the spring, was our
Commencement speaker and gave one of
the most inspirational commencement
addresses I have ever heard.
In August, the Patriots shared the campus
with the New York Giants. As many as
5,000 fans a day came to Bryant to watch
these two teams lock horns in preseason
practice.
Also in August, I am pleased to say we
were able to reach agreement with the
faculty federation and the faculty voted
overwhelmingly to approve the new threeyear contract. This launched a new era at
the College - the theme of which will be
even greater collaboration between
faculty and administration to achieve our
shared objectives.
One final important note which will be at
once a source of pride and an inspiration
to achieve even higher goals in the
coming years: As Bryant closed its 198889 fiscal year, another College record was
broken. Alumni, trustees, parents,
students, employees, corporations,
foundations, and other friends contributed
an unprecedented amount- $1,189,978
- to the College! We are indebted to
trustee Barbara Papitto '83, '85MBA
national Bryant Fund chairperson, Bill
O'Hara, the development staff, and a
strong network of volunteers whose
indefatigable efforts made this remarkable
achievement possible.
Sincerely,

William E. Trueheart
From my earlier remarks I would not
want to leave the impression that we had
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Editor's Note
On August I, Dr. William E. Trueheart assumed the presidency of Bryant College. This issue
of the Bryant Review focuses on Bryants new president.
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BryantS Sixth President
A Distinguished Educator
by Jeannine Wilson

"Throughout his career, Bill
Trueheart has applied his particular talents to numerous public
and private projects. His insight
and sense of dedication have
helped ensure that every endeavor
was a successful one. The Bryant
College community can be proud
and thankful that the future of
this fine institution is in his
capable hands."

William E. Trueheart, Bryant's sixth
president, has held leadership positions
since his high school days. At Stamford
(Conn.) High School, he was elected
president of the school council.
As a civic-minded teenager, Bill Trueheart
was elected governor in the Youth in
Government program sponsored by the
YMCA throughout the country. He was
also elected govern.o r of Boys' State in

a wonderful family and many great
friends.
"My family and my upbringing have been
the guiding forces in my life. The reason
I'm here is because of what my background made me," Bill True heart explains.
Growing up in a closely-knit family of
modest means, Bryant's new president
learned early the value of hard work and

Ronald Machtley
United States Representative
''Bill Trueheart's predilections and
talents have drawn him in many
directions: a first-class scholar, an
empathetic leader, a counsellor,
and humanist. That he would
become a college president was
almost inevitable-and a piece of
good fortune for Bryant."
Paul N. Ylvisaker
Dean Emeritus and Professor of
Education
Harvard University
''Bill Trueheart has always demonstrated a unique ability to see
through a problem and propose a
workable solution, while being
acutely aware of its ramifications
to the people he cares for-the
Bryant community. We are truly
fortunate to have such a gifted,
loyal, and hard working individual
to lead us into the 21st century. "
John S. Renza Jr. '70
John S. Reitza Jr., CPA, Inc.
Member, Bryant College Board of
Trustees
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Members of the President Search Committee surround William E. Trueheart following the announcement of his
selection as Bryant's sixth president. Front row: Trustee Jonathan Farnum, Professor Mary Lyons, Student Senator
Michelle Duprey '90, Professor Joseph 1/acqua; second row: Trustee John Renza Jr. '70, Student Senator
Michael Howard '89, Trustee Monica Laurans, Dean Timothy Sullivan, Director of Human Resources Janice
Lewis, and the Hon. Bruce Selya, Board of Trustees chair.

Connecticut, and then selected as one of
two young men to represent his home
state at Boys' Nation, a leadership program sponsored by the American Legion.
When asked about this early development
of his leadership abilities, President
Trueheart brushes off the question, in his
characteristically modest and unassuming
manner, by saying he was "lucky to have

cooperation. His father, whom he describes as a "gentle man, very kind and
fair," ran a series of small businesses that
ranged from catering, to landscaping, to
auto wrecking; and Bill, the only son,
began working with his father while still
in elementary school.
Bill Trueheart spent the summer after his
high school graduation in Washington,

DC, working in a congressional office. It
was 1962, and John F. Kennedy was running for president. Trueheart wanted to
stay in Washington, because "government
is in my blood ," says the man who was
later to become director of the master in
public administration program at
Harvard's Kennedy School of Government, but he decided to return home and
go to college.
At the University of Connecticut, where
he majored in political science, Bill
Trueheart was elected president of the
freshman class; but because he had to
work to support himself and help his
family, he didn't run for class office after
his freshman year.
Bryant's new president says he "really
backed into a career in higher education."
He had been tutoring some high school
students, and "it was clear they had some
talent," so he encouraged them to apply
to his alma mater. He was disappointed
when they were rejected, so after a series
of discussions with the dean of admissions
at the University of Connecticut, a former
professor, he agreed to work for two
years as assistant director of admissions,
to set up a recruitment and support program for disadvantaged students.
Trueheart had planned to leave education
after two years, but the president of the
University of Connecticut, Homer
Babbidge, asked him if he would be interested in being nominated for an American
Council on Education (ACE) fellowship .
"I agreed , and that's it. That's how I
started my career in higher education,"
reminisces the College's new president.
Following the ACE fellowship and a oneyear stint as assist~nt to President
Babbidge, Trueheart became assistant
dean and director of the academic advisory center in the College of Liberal Arts

President Trueheart enjoys a conversation with students at the Student Leadership Luncheon f or frat ernity and
sorority officers prior to the opening of classes in September.

and Sciences at the University of
Connecticut.
From his years in admissions, Trueheart
knew that many students needed extra
assistance in college.
"It was clear to me as I started admitting
these kids that they needed to have special
programs on how to study effectively,
how to ask for help when they needed it,
and that's why when I became dean of
undergraduate academic affairs,"
Trueheart explains, "I began to put into
place the mechanisms that would ensure
the success of these kids."
Bryant's new president notes that he has
always enjoyed teaching and the interaction with students that results. That is
why he is teaching a course this fall on
government and business, thus combining
his deep interest in public policy with his

love of teaching. (He is team-teaching the
course with Congressman Ronald
Machtley and Professor Joseph Ilacqua.)
Pursuing his interest in government and
public policy, Trueheart earned a master
of public administration degree from the
John F . Kennedy School of Government
at Harvard University in 1973. While a
student there, he was named a Littauer
Fellow and a Travelli Fellow.
Through the mid and late '70s, Trueheart
was involved in consulting and educational
research activities at the University of
Massachusetts, the US Office of Education, and the Ford Foundation. He was
named a Ford Foundation Fellow, and
received his EdD degree in education and
social policy from Harvard University in
1979.

(continued on page 4)
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''Bill Trueheart is not only a
distinguished educator, but an
extraordinary human being. Bill's
forte is that he cares: about
people, about institutions, about
education, about America. His
warmth is genuine; his compassion
is authentic; his understanding
reflects both interest and insight;
and his integrity is legendary."

(continued from page 3)

Hon. Bruce M. Selya
Judge, United States Court of
Appeals
Chair, Bryant College Board of
Trustees
"There is no question Bill Trueheart
will be an excellent leader for
Bryant College in the 1990s. He is
a man of very great substance and
very gracious style."

Mary P. Lyons
Professor and Chair
English Department
"I first encountered Bill Trueheart
at the Harvard Graduate School
of Education, when I was A ssistant Dean, and remember the
faculty declaring that he may well
have submitted the best doctoral
dissertation in the School's history.
Bill achieved his national staturewhich reaches outside the ranks of
higher education to civic and
corporate leaders-the hard way:
he earned it. Equally impressive is
Dr. Trueheart's human side. In
the Will Rogers' tradition, I have
never met anyone who disliked
him. There is justification to be
very optimistic about Bryant
College's future."

Norman Smith
President, Wagner College
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President Trueheart chats with an alumnus during Reunion '89 in June.

In 1980, Trueheart became assistant dean
and director of the master in public
administration program at Harvard's
John F. Kennedy School of Government.
Then in 1983, he was appointed associate
secretary of the university at Harvard ,
working in the prestigious institution's
Office of Governing Boards.
It was during this period that Trueheart
began the association with Bryant College
that was to result in his becoming the
College's sixth president. In 1981, he had
been appointed to Bryant's Board of
Trustees; subsequently, in 1984, he was
elected vice chairman of the board. When
the position of executive vice president
was created in 1986, he decided to apply
for it, and he was selected for the post.

As executive vice president, Trueheart was
directly responsible for the internal operations of the College. Working closely with
the administration and faculty, he dealt
with some very difficult issues. Here again

his early leadership training, as well as his
innate sense of fair play and understanding
of human relations, stood him in good
stead.
Bryant's new president believes that negotiation and compromise are essential
elements of true leadership.
Describing his agreement with a friend,
Joseph Liebermann, now a senator from
Connecticut, to take turns at being the
leader when both were teenagers running
for school and civic offices, he says,
"When you're going for leadership positions, you can just clash with everybody,
and sometimes you win, but more often
you fail. But you can also negotiate and
work together, and that way you both
win."

Presidential Inauguration a Time of
Brightness and Hope
by Melissa Wood '90

''An inauguration is a
formal occasion, but it also
has a brightness and an
optimism. It is a chance to
begin anew."
President of the Faculty Vern Bailey
noted this in his address at the 1988 inauguration of President Stephen R. Lewis at
Carleton College.
Bryant will have a chance to celebrate this
formal, yet bright, occasion with the inauguration of its sixth president, Dr.
William E. Trueheart, on Sunday afternoon, October 22.

How can such an occasion be formal and
traditional, and also optimistic and bright?
Maybe because an inauguration is not
limited to the actual swearing in ceremony. The inauguration of a college or
university president can include all of the
events preceding the ceremony, the ceremony itself, and subsequent activities as
well. This stretch of time allows for those
events that represent t.he institution's
tradition, as well as those that signify a
change in leadership, a new beginning.
With such events taking place, an inauguration can last an entire day, a weekend, or even
a week. Pre-ceremony activities include
concerts, dinner dances, open houses, and
forums. At Carleton College, inauguration weekend began with convocation
Friday morning, followed by a treeplanting ceremony in the afternoon.
Rhode Island College held faculty and
student convocations, an art faculty
exhibition, and an outstanding faculty
display as part of the 1986 inauguration
. of Dr. Carol J. Guardo. Events such as
these set the tone and allow for interaction
among guests.
The actual ceremony generally follows
tradition. But how tradition varies! At
Harvard, the new president is presented
with the school's charter, its earliest record
book, two seals, ceremonial keys, all while
sitting in the ceremonial chair. Following
his installation, Carleton's Lewis marched
out of the chapel with soap bubbles
floating around him. According to
Carleton tradition, affairs of pomp in the
chapel call for soap bubbles to be blown
by observers in the balcony upon marchers
below.
The ceremony is often followed by a
reception. This may be by-invitation-only
or open to all who attended the ceremony.
Carleton held a reception in the art gallery,
followed by fireworks set to music. Student volunteers recruited at Stephens
College acted as special inauguration day
ambassadors by greeting guests, staffing

the hospitality center, and conducting
campus tours.
Under the leadership of Howard Kay,
associate vice president for corporate and
college relations, a college-wide committee
has been working since April on President
Trueheart's inauguration at Bryant. The
celebration begins with a forum on
Tuesday, October 17. Professor Andre
Anik in, Mikhail Gorbachev's chief economic advisor, is scheduled to speak on
that day about US-Soviet economic relations, thereby kicking off both his onemonth visit to the US and inauguration
week at Bryant. The week's activities will
continue Saturday night with a performance by the Festival Ballet of Rhode
Island, followed by coffee and dessert in
the Rotunda.
Sunday's inaugural events should start
early with a brunch for out-of-town dignitaries. This will be proceeded by a
ceremony dedicating the path which runs
from the parking lot to the Multipurpose
Activities Center (MAC) in honor of
Bryant's presidents. Named the Presidents'
Walk, the path has seven trees planted on
each side. Seven of the fourteen trees will
be dedicated in honor of each of Bryant's
presidents, including Dr. Trueheart. The
remaining seven will be dedicated to successive presidents. A plaque, marking the
walk and explaining its significance, will
be placed near the path sometime after
the inauguration.
The actual inauguration ceremony is
scheduled to begin at 2 p.m. in the MAC.
Invited guests, numbering approximately
2500, include representatives from other
institutions, distinguished friends and
officials of the College, students, alumni, and
government representatives. A gala reception
for the new president and guests will follow
the ceremony.
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BryantS First Lady Talks About Her
Former Career and Her New Role
by Jeannine Wilson

Carol Word Trueheart, the wife of William
E. Trueheart who will be inaugurated as
Bryant's sixth president in October, has
thought a lot about her new role as
Bryant's first lady.

required in the positions I was looking at.
So I decided to slow down my job
search." She adds that she plans to pick
up her career again "at a stage when it
seems feasible to do that."

~I

The Washington, DC, native who has
lived in the nation's capital most of her
adult life says she is enjoying the Providence area.

see myself as a partner with my husband
in carrying out the functions of the presidency, supporting him in the traditional
roles at the College.and in the community," Mrs. Trueheart says. But she also sees
herself supporting her husband in his
position in ways that are "not as traditional, but appropriate to my skills and
abilities."
Mrs. Trueheart, who has had an impressive career in education, in the human
resource field, and in international development, cites several examples of nontraditional ways she could assist her husband
and serve the College.
"I could serve as a resource in something
the College is doing in the international
field or in some research role that could
evolve over time," Mrs. Trueheart explains, adding this activity may depend on
when she decides to resume her professional career.
Carol Trueheart enjoyed an exciting and
fast-paced career prior to moving from
Washington, DC, to Providence last
summer at the time of her marriage to
then-Executive Vice President William E.
Trueheart. Since 1980, she had been associated with the World Bank, where she
rose from human resource planning
specialist to chief personnel officer and
then senior human resource policy analyst.
Mrs. Trueheart, who has not accepted a
new position since relocating to Rhode
Island , says, "When Bill decided to make
a bid for the presidency, it became clear
that it would be difficult for me to make
the type of commitment that would be
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"Both Providence and Washington have a
strong sense of history that is evident in
their cultures and their architecture," she
notes, "but the cities are also different.
Providence has a lot of closely knit families
and traditions compared to Washington,
a city of government and transients.
Sometimes I like Washington because
there I am able to move about with a
degree of anonymity," says the wife of the
new president, "but I haven't felt at all
homesick."
In addition to her duties as the new first
lady, Mrs. Trueheart has been very involved in several community activities.
She is on the board of directors of Dorcas
Place, an organization that works with
single mothers, and has recently been
appointed to the board of directors of
United Way of Southeastern New England.
Mrs. Trueheart, who served as a volunteer
with the Peace Corps for two years after
graduation from Dunbarton College of
Holy Cross in 1964, does not believe that
volunteerism is on the decline in this
country.
"I'm not convinced there is less of an
interest in helping people, just a shift in
focus . There are so many problems: substance abuse, homelessness, care of the
elderly. I think people are putting more
focus on these issues. Not just young
people, but retired people are also getting
involved ," Carol Trueheart notes.

"During the '60s there was a heightened
sense of idealism and a desire to help
others, as well as a great curiosity about
other people and their cultures . I joined
the Peace Corps for altruistic reasons as
well as for the adventure of it." Mrs.
Trueheart adds, "Today's economy drives
people into careers right away (after
college). They have to pay off loans and
save to buy a home. Although I didn't
come from a family of means, I didn't feel
that kind of pressure."
Following her stint as a Peace Corps
volunteer during which she taught seventh
and eighth grades at a school run by
German nuns in a mountainous region of
Tanzania, Mrs. Trueheart stayed in Africa
for another three months working on an
inoculation project, which she described
as "more realistic" than her teaching
assignment in a girls' boarding school.
"We spent time living in the villages
working with local people, most of whom
had never seen a foreigner before. We
lived in much tougher circumstances,"
Mrs . Trueheart explains.
Carol Trueheart's volunteer experience in
the Peace Corps and subsequent program
management work with social and economic development agencies in Washington
led eventually to an administrative position
with the Peace Corps. Beginning as a
special assistant to the regional director
for Africa, she became country director
for Gambia and then deputy director and
country director for Thailand.
Mrs . Trueheart was in Thailand from
1975 to 1977, at the end of the Vietnam
War.
"It was a time of real turmoil in Southeast
Asia. Because Thailand has common borders with Laos and Cambodia , both involved in the war, the Thais wanted to
remain neutral in their relations with the
US ," Mrs. Trueheart points out. When
she arrived in Thailand, a country she
describes as "rich in history and culture,"
she directed a staff of about 200 volunteers
and 25 staff members. By the time she left
the country two years later, the number
of volunteers had declined to about 175

President and Mrs . True heart outside their home on the Bryant campus.

because of the Thai government's desire
to have less of an American presence in
the country.
Mrs . Trueheart , who is still very active in
the National Council of Returned Peace
Corps Volunteers, speaks very warmly of
her involvement with the Peace Corps.
"Without question, my Peace Corps
experience was one of the best experiences
I've had in life," says Mrs. Trueheart,
"not only because of what I learned about
other countries and their cultures, but
also because of the rich relationships I
developed with other Peace Corps volunteers. They are some of the finest people I
have ever come into contact with ."
Commenting on Bryant's recent efforts at
internationalizing the curriculum and
increasing cross-cultural awareness , the
College's first lady notes that these changes
are "very timely and very exciting." She
adds, "The business arena is increasingly
becoming an international one. It's important for students to have an exposure to
the international aspects of business if
they are to be able to cooperate with
international colleagues and be competitive
in this environment."

University's Kennedy School of Government in 1980. She also holds an MEd
degree from George Washington University
and a bachelor's degree in elementary
education.
A few months after graduation from the
Kennedy School, the former Carol Word
was asked to host a reception for other
Kennedy School alumni in the Washington
area. Bill Trueheart had just been named
director of the master's program at the
school, and he came to the reception to
serve as co-host. Thus began a warm
friendship that eventually matured into
marriage in June of 1988.
Being the wife of Bryant's president is
"going to be pretty much of a full-time
job," Mrs. Trueheart concedes. "There
will be some sacrifices in our personal
lives," she says, "because of the demands
on our time. Just trying to find time for
exercise is difficult. We will have to do
some careful scheduling to achieve a
healthy balance." But she admits she is
enjoying the challenge.

Mrs. Trueheart received a master's degree
in public administration , specializing in
international development, from Harvard
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A

Conversation with
President William E Trueheart

Interview by Jeannine Wilson

Bryant Review
You were a student in the '60s, a period
that emphasized individual freedom and
humanitarian causes as opposed to materialism. In the '80s, the pendulum swung
the other way and Americans became
more acquisitive, more interested in
accumulating possessions and wealth. Do
you think Bryant's student body reflects
this trend of the 19~0s?
Trueheart
Well, I think you have identified correctly
what has happened in the larger world.
Students influence and are influenced by
the social and economic milieu in which
they operate.
My sense of Bryant students is that they
do not fit that characterization. I am
pleased to say that our students are, for
the most part, personally and socially very
responsible. I don't see them as crassly
materialistic. Although I believe there is a
lot more our students can and should do
for the community, for the state, and for
the country, I certainly have seen numerous examples of their humanism in the
work they have done- Special Olympics,
for example.
We have fraternities and sororities that
are actively involved in raising funds for
charities. I know they sponsor, for
example, an annual keg roll to raise funds
for local charities. Certainly for Bryant
students, there is a tradition , there is a
pride in helping others, and I think that is
going to continue because of the strong,
responsible student tradition here. Our
students have seriousness of purpose; they
have tenacity of purpose and I'm really
proud of them.

You have been a student and administrator at two large universities-the University of Connecticut and Harvard. Bryant is
a mid-sized private college dedicated to
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business education. How would you
compare the two educational settings and
how do you think your university background will affect your direction as president of Bryant?
This is the very first time I have worked
in a college, and initially I must admit
that I felt a sense of compression because
universities have a tremendous variety of
activities and lots of different schools; and
although Bryant provides excellent opportunities for all who work and study here,
its focus is deliberately more narrow than
that of a multipurpose institution.
But I've come to know and embrace the
concept of an institution with a very clear
mission, a very clear focus, and a limited
range of academic objectives because, at
such a place, you can focus your energies
and your resources very effectively. This is
Bryant's great strength; this is what attracted me to Bryant initially and excites
me about Bryant's future. Bryant is a
stable, well anchored institution with a
serious, well defined purpose. It's "yeasty"
because within that purpose, it provides
lots of opportunities to be creative. Its
focus and its quality will serve it well into
the future.
The trustees decided wisely a while back
that the College should remain at its present size, in terms of the full-time undergraduate enrollment, and not expand
undergraduate part-time studies or graduate credit programs. The board also made
the decision to increase the Coilege's
service to the corporate community largely
by providing continuing education and
professional and executive education.
There I envision some continued growth
and the generation of creative ways to
serve our communities. I don't mean to
limit these services just to Rhode Island . I
would include all of New England and,
over time, the nation. Right now, our

CMD (Center for Management Development) serves the corporate world well into
Connecticut and New York, and I think
it's very likely that we11 reach out even
farther.
What will be your priorities for Bryant
over the next few years?

The most immediate priority for me is to
assess the effects of our recent growth
patterns . We've expanded very, very
rapidly during the past decade. We've
taken on exciting challenges and I wholeheartedly support the vast majority of
them. I want to make sure that at this
point we take a good , hard look at where
we are and where we're going. For this we
need to have input from our faculty, our
administrative staff, our alumni , from the
business world, from our friends , and our
trustees, so that we achieve not only the
shared vision but the shared embrace of
our direction for the future. The latter is
an ongoing priority and one of my very
highest.
Another area that I'm very interested in is
encouraging the faculty to consider expanding the integration of business and
government in our curriculum. And when
I say government, I don't mean to limit it
to the federal government of the United
States. I see it as local and state government, national and international.
My own personal interests reflect an
admixture of business- small businessand government. My intellectual training
and involvement in government and in
political campaigns goes way back to my
high school days, when I was elected
governor of Youth in Government which
was run by the YMCA throughout the
country. I was also elected governor of
Boys' State which is run by the American
Legion, and then I was selected by Boys'
State to be one of two people to represent
the state of Connecticut in Boys' Nation.

The next summer, right after high school ,
I went to work in a congressional office
in Washington, DC. I thought that I
would stay in Washington and work, but
I elected to come back and go to college.
While I was in college, I was elected
freshman class president and continued to
be involved in local, state, and national
politics. I've run campaigns and worked
on campaigns for local, state, and federal
candidates. So government is in my blood.
The work I did at Harvard's Kennedy
School of Government was designed to
increase that institution's involvement in

state, county, and local government because prior to the late 1970s, the school
concentrated largely on the federal government. I believe that an understanding of
the way business and government intersect
is an important component of the educational experience of all Bryant students. It
is part of the irreducible minimum of
knowledge which our graduates should
have mastered because they will be leaders
in an increasingly interdependent international environment.

(continued on page 10)

(continued from page 9)
According to some estimates, 40 to 60
percent of professors at American colleges
and universities will be retiring within the
next 10 years. At the same time, fewer
students are choosing careers in education. As a result, competition for faculty
will be fierce. What effect will this have
on Bryant and what steps should the
College be taking now to deal with this
situation?
We're already feeling the shortage. We've
been very fortunate in being able to attract very talented faculty members in
recent years, but the task is going to
become increasingly tough.
I think the way to attract strong faculty
and to put Bryant in a very strong competitive position is to continue to strengthen the institution as we have been doing,
provide support for the faculty, engage
faculty in the important policy decisions
of the College, make available quality
office space for faculty (as we did with
faculty suite F), provide the resources for
research, and encourage a collegial atmosphere that will be welcome to candidates
who visit the College. The most important
task is to make quality and excellence our
signature as an institution. That is what
we have done, and that is what I would
like to continue to build on over time.
That plus being able to marshal the appropriate resources, including contributions from Bryant alumni and friends,
that will make us even more competitive.
I have contracted with a consultant who
has been in the executive search field for
a number of years, and that person is
working with us on targeted searches (for
faculty and other employees). Essentially,
all you have in a college is people, and we
need to invest iime and energy and
thought in selecting really talented people.
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So by bringing in this person to work
with us, we will be better able to identify
who we want, and to develop in those
people an understanding of what Bryant
is a ll about. I see that person as being a
support person in the faculty area, so that
professors don't have to spend nearly as
much time on administrative tasks as they
do. On the administrative side, I see that
person helping us to make clear to people
what an exciting institution Bryant
really is.

Much has been written recently about
America losing its competitive edge in the
international marketplace. Do you think
our educational system is at fault and
what do you believe should be done
about it?
I think our economic decline results from
a complex mixture of reasons, but certainly the educational issue is a piece of
the equation. I believe that we've lost
sight of the importance of education in
this country and have let the issue slip in
the overall range of national priorities.
I'm confident and hopeful that the leaders
of our nation will recognize that we have
to re-emphasize a broad-based and farreaching educational reformation. I just
don't think that the United States will
permit an unabated weakening of our
intellectual capital. That's why I'm so very
excited about being in higher education at
this time. It is a time which demands
enlightened leadership and creative public
policy solutions to abiding educational
problems.

Do you plan to increase Bryant's endowment? How would you propose doing it?
I do plan to increase Bryant's endowment.
While our endowment of $32 million is
not anything to be ashamed of, there's a
need to build our institutional ~savings
account" to the point where it measures
up to those of our main competitors. My

plan is to work closely with the Board of
Trustees to establish a long-term development plan for the College to build our
endowment.

Several steps were taken last year to
encourage international awareness among
members of the Bryant community, for
example, the addition of an international
dimension to the curriculum, the establishment of the Export Assistance Center,
and the opening of the World Trade
Center. How do you foresee these initiatives will affect Bryant students?
I certainly think these initiatives wi ll keep
Bryant at the cutting edge. This is part of
the whole emphasis of preparing students
to function effectively in an increasingly
competitive world.
One remarkable outcome of these international initiatives was the college-wide
survey conducted by (Special Assistant to
the President) Priscilla Angelo last year.
The survey found that Bryant faculty
were quite strong in the depth and
breadth of their knowledge and training
in the internationa l area and understanding of international business issues.
So I believe we have a lready a rich resource in our faculty. Complementing
these resources with other selected experts,
we can not only provide a richer integration of international policy within the
regular curriculum, but we can provide
much more effective service to businesses.

You have considerable experience in adult
education. We've already talked about
Bryant's role in continuing professional
education, but would you care to add
anything at this point?
I would just like to add that the importa nce of continuing professional education
at Bryant is reflected in the fact that we
have a dean of executive and professional
continuing education. The purpose of

lege whose generosity will help to offset
the costs of education. To the extent that
we're successful in engaging the commitment of more friends and more alumni of
the College, we will be successful in
holding down tuition costs.

Your first connection with Bryant was as
a member of the Board of Trustees from
1981 to 1986. What do you consider to be
the role of a college trustee and how do
you think your tenure on Bryant's board
affected your thinking as executive vice
president?

US Representative Ronald Machtley and President Trueheart confer at the start of a Government and Business
class. The course, which is being team-taught by Congressman Machtley, President Trueheart and Professor Joseph
/lacqua, looks at the impact of public policy on business.

establishing that position was to have
someone who could really keep a finger
on the pulse of the service needs of the
state of Rhode Island and the region.
That's an important signal to the larger
community that this is a very important
service focus for Bryant.

There were years in the past when increases and resources for higher education
had fallen quite below the rate of inflation.
So it's important to remember that a lot
of what we have seen recently has been
essentially catch-up.

The cost of higher education in the US
has been rising faster than the rate of
inflation for several years. Is this closing
the door to higher education for students
from middle income families? Do you
expect tuition will continue to increase at
Bryant?

I'll do my very best to keep tuition increases as small as possible. The problem
is that we face the increasing costs that
the rest of society faces, and if we're going
to remain at the cutting edge, maintain
our institutional excellence, and build on
it, we will need measured increases in
order to cover essential costs.

The cost of higher education has indeed
been moving faster than the rate of inflation, but that has to be put in context.

I do plan and I am committed to working
with the Board of Trustees to increase the
number of donors and friends of the Col-

There is no single definition of the role of
a college trustee. It's quite varied. There's
a saying in higher education that goes
broadly that a trustee should have three
characteristics: wealth, wisdom, and work.
I think this oversimplifies, but it capsulizes, what an institution hopes for in the
best of its trustees. I see these qualities as
interchangeable. No single trustee necessarily has to have all three. Certainly, Bill
Trueheart as a trustee didn't have any
wealth, but I could work real hard and I
could give whatever wisdom I had , and so
there are those trade-offs.
Fortunately, Bryant has a very strong
Board of Trustees. Bruce Selya is a firstrate chair. He understands the balance
between the role of the board as policymaker and monitor of the activities of the
College, and the role of the administration
in administering those policy decisions.
And that's an important distinction because unless you have a leader who really
does understand the workings of an institution, it makes the process much more
complicated than it needs to be. We have
a very diverse board, one that's very
cosmopolitan, and becoming even more
diverse. We have trustees who provide
excellent advice on the issues that we face,
and that's really important.

(continued on page 12)
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(continued from page 1/)
As executive vice president, it was valuable
for me to know the trustees as well as I
did because we had to deal with some difficult issues. Because I was the internal
"president" at the time, their advice was
extremely helpful to me. I really would
like to underscore that because their support was key to the successful resolution
of tough problems.
You are teaching a course this fall. What
prompted this decision and do you plan
to continue to teach in the future?
I had missed very much the interaction
with students. Even though when I was
executive vice president I was focused on internal operations and based on campus, I
didn't have nearly the number of opportunities to interact with students that I would
have liked. Regarding the course I am
teaching this fall, I met Congressman
Machtley last spring, and I was very
impressed by his command of policy
issues, by the knowledge he brings to his
position, and by his orientation to problem
solving. Shortly after our first meeting, we
invited him to lunch here at the College.
During the luncheon discussion, I discovered his interest in teaching and I told him
of my intent to teach a course in business
and government. So we decided to see if
we could put our interests together.
Frankly, in the first year, it's taking on
quite a bit, but you have to seize the
opportunities as they come along. Fortunately, Professor Ilacqua has taught
"government and business," and he is
serving as the lead professor. Although I'd
like to teach another course in the future,
that will depend on how things unfold.
In any event, I am committed to making
sure that I increase my interaction with
students. I've talked with student leaders
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and they've given me some good suggestions. One way is to continue the tradition
of "Meet the Prez" that President Emeritus
O'Hara started. I'm planning to set it up
in the Bryant Center rather than the
Koffler Rotunda. I plan to hold it at the
same time the Student Senate has "Meet
the Senators." And I plan to move around
a lot. I hope to walk into Salmanson
(Dining Room), visit a lunch table and
ask students if I can join them. If they say
yes, 111 join them. If they say no, 111
move to another table.
I'd like to have students join my wife
Carol and me, from time to time, at various events, and hopefully have students
and others work creatively to find other
ways to increase our interaction. I've
always had students work with me in the
executive vice president's office, and I've
really enjoyed working with them. That
gave me an opportunity to keep my finger
on the pulse of what's happening with
students at the College.
You are the first black president of a
four-year college in New England. How
do you feel about this? Do you believe it
is important to increase minority enrollment at Bryant?
My initial reaction to being the first black
president in New England is that I'm very
happy. I feel privileged and very fortunate
to be president of such an excellent
college.
The fact that I'm black was, I trust, a far
less significant factor than the strength of
my qualifications for the presidency.
As an African-American, I certainly bring
to whatever interactions I have an experience that is different, and that difference
will in many ways make my leadership
distinct. I think it is important for individuals from different cultures and varied
backgrounds to become leaders of our

educational institutions because it enriches
the learning mixture, the educational
chemistry. In that sense, I believe the
trustees considered my race a positive
aspect of my overall qualifications.
My perspective is that it's an important
additional qualification for being the
leader of this institution at this time. Because when you think about internationalization, when you think about the labor
force becoming increasingly minority,
when you think of the fact that fewer
minorities hold professional and managerial positions in our society today,
having someone who is experienced in
these areas and who has a deeply-rooted
commitment to education, one could
argue that my appointment was fully consistent with the trustees' commitment to
keep Bryant at the cutting edge of higher
education in the nation.
I do plan to make sure that the minority
communities know that the Bryant community is the warm and welcoming place
that it is. I think we haven't told our story
enough in the right places, and I plan to
work with the faculty and the administrative staff to make sure that minorities
know that Bryant is a welcoming, cosmopolitan community where people of various cultures will enjoy living, learning,
and working.

II
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Bryant Briefs

Ericson Named
Honorary Trustee
At its May meeting, the Bryant College
Board of Trustees appointed Karl F.
Ericson '58 of Providence, Rl , an honorary
trustee. A partner with Peat Marwick
Main & Co. , Ericson was a member of
the College's Board of Trustees from 1980
until 1988, serving as chairman from 1983
to 1986.
Ericson has a long history of service to
the College. He is a former alumni board
member and received the Nelson J . Gulski
Alumni Service Award in 1988. The new
honorary trustee i~ also a member of the
President's Club and served as chairman
of the Byant Fund for two years.

Ferguson Appointed
Professor Emeritus
Accounting Professor Francis J. Ferguson,
who retired last spring after 25 years on
the Bryant College faculty, was appointed
professor emeritus by the College's Board
of Trustees at its May meeting.
Ferguson served on several College committees during his tenure and was an
officer of the Bryant Faculty Federation.
A graduate of Rider College, he received
an MEd from Rutgers University and a
CAGS from Rhode Island College.

$100,000 Gift Brings Bryant Fund Total to Record High
A $100,000 gift from Scott Menard '73
and his father, Stanley Menard, of Menard
Enterprises brought the 1989 Bryant Fund
to a record-high total of more than $1 .2
million, at the close of the fiscal year on
July 31.
The gift will support S!pall business development, entrepreneurship, and the establishment of a family business project at
the College.
~we want to help other entrepreneurs
achieve the same goals we have," explained
Stanley Menard , who has seen a single
automotive service outlet in Woonsocket
turn into one of Rhode Island's leading
chains of automobile dea lerships and
numerous other business enterprises.

The Menards' gift is one of the largest
ever made to Bryant. ~This gift is indicative of the value my father, a self-educated
man , places on formal higher education,"
said the younger Menard . ~Also , you
can't overlook my father's philosophy,
passed on to his family, that business has

Sco 11 Menard '73 and his fath er, Stanley Menard,
present a check to President Emeritus William T.
O 'Hara.

a moral obligation to give something back
to the community."
Accepting the gift on his last day as president, Dr. William T. O'Hara noted , ~There
is no doubt that a gift of this size will go
a long way in providing significant support
for new and existing small business programs. It is a tremendous parting gift as I
step down ."

Soviet Experts Lead Workshop on Doing Business in Russia
Business experts from the Soviet Union
led a daylong workshop on doing business
in Russia at Bryant College in August.
~soviet-American

Trade Opportunities:
1990 and Beyond" provided up-to-date
information on the realities and possibilities for trade and joint ventures directly
from representatives who are trying to
make perestroika work on an entrepreneurial level. The Russians work closely
with Soviet-American Business Opportunities, Inc. , of California, which co-sponsored the event with the Export Assistance

Center at Bryant and the Rhode Island
Department of Economic Development.
In both formal sessions and informal discussions, the Russians shared their expertise in Soviet and international law,
politics, commercial policy, economics,
and banking. Among the topics they addressed were risks and opportunities of
doing business within the Soviet Union ,
import-export regulations, convertibility
of Soviet currency, financial and credit
systems , and Soviet markets .
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Q]Aickly ...
... Laurie MacDonald, assistant professor
of computer information systems, and
Earl Briden, associate professor of
English, were named by their colleagues
and students as best teachers of business
and liberal arts, respectively. Both
received Bryant Teaching Awards for
1989, which include an honorarium and a
plaque recognizing their classroom
expertise ...

... Professor Norma Powell was in
Australia this past summer delivering a
paper at the annual meeting of the International Institute of Internal Auditors.
Powell, along with Professor Sherre
Strickland of Bryant and Professor
Priscilla Burnaby of Bentley College,
developeq the paper based on a survey of
internal auditors in 11 countries to determine their adherence to the Institute's
standards established in 1978 . ..
... Professors Judy Barrett Litoff and
Mary Lyons received Distinguished
Faculty A wards from Bryant's alumni
during Reunion '89. Litoff and Lyons
were recognized for their professional
achievements and inspirational involvement with students . ..
. . . Professor Hinda Pollard has been
elected president of the Industrial
Relations Research Association, a prestigious organization of labor relations
faculty and practitioners. She also has
had two papers accepted for publication
in refereed journals. "Acceptance of
Managerial Accounts for Unethical
Behavior" will appear in the Journal of
Social Psychology. Forensic Reports will
carry "The Comparative Effectiveness of
Impression Management Tactics on the
Recommendation of Grievant Punishment: An Exploratory Investigation"...

Bryant Campus Busy Place
Even in Summer

the two professional teall)S were on hand
to celebrate "Patriots Day" at Bryant on
August 9.

Summer is always a busy time on the
Bryant campus, and this past summer was
especially active. Joining summer school
students, the New England Patriots,
basketball campers, and new students and
their parents attending orientation programs were hundreds of participants in a
variety of residential conferences and
about 200 college development officers
attending a regional association meeting
along with players and coaches for the
New York Giants football team.

Bryant was the site of three residential
conferences sponsored by area corporations. In June, about 30 Textron employees attended a two-week executive
development program, and in July, L. G.
Balfour conducted two weeks of sales
training for 25 of its employees. StanleyBostitch employees arrived for the final
corporate conference of the summer,
August 13 through 18.

About 1,700 graduate and undergraduate
students attended day and evening classes
on the Bryant campus during May, June,
and July. Four separate two-day orientation sessions were held in June for incoming students and their parents.
The annual Josten's Yearbook Seminar
brought 600 high school students to
Bryant in early July. They shared the
campus with the second of two groups of
students attending basketball camp.

Two young alumni exchange a happy greeting at
Reunion '89.

Hundreds of Bryant alumni returned to
campus the weekend of June 9 to II for
Reunion '89. "It's a Small World" was the
theme of the three-day event which closed
the College's Year of International
Awareness.
Members of the Patriots'footba/1 team talk with a
fan during training on the Bryant campus.

... Associate Director of Alumni Relations
Melissa Walker is serving as the chair of

a program commillee for the 1990
regional conference of the Council for the
Advancement and Support of Education
(CASE) in Boston ...
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Alumni Gather for
Reunion '89

Professional football made an even greater
impact than usual on the Bryant campus
this past summer, when the New York
Giants football team spent the week of
August 7 to II training with the Patriots
who have set up their summer training
camp on the Bryant campus since 1976.
With a retinue of eager fans, sometimes
as many as 5,000 a day, television camera
crews, and sports writers in their wake,

Alumni enjoyed a host of activities ranging
from audience participation mystery
theatre and comedy to seminars and dedication of the Bryant Center's North Dining
Room in honor of Ralph '47, '87H and
Barbara Papitto '83, '86 MBA. The festivities, which included an international hors
d'oeuvres buffet, an old fashioned barbecue
by the pond, and the Athletic Hall of
Fame induction dinner, were capped by
the annual awards dinner dance and farewell tribute to President Emeritus and
Mrs. William T. O'Hara.

Bryant Student Garners Top
College Bowling Trophy

New Dorm, Health Services Center Opened

John Beldy '92 became America's top
college bowler last spring when he won
the national championship at the Association of College Unions tournament in
Wichita, KS, May 8. To do it, he had to
out-bowl a final field that included two
former national champions in the matchplay competition.
Beldy, who hails from Nesconset, NY,
had to score lots of strikes and spares to
reach the national tourney. The road
began with one of 15 regional qualifying
tournaments that gave him a berth in the
final 32-man field. (Bryant's Scott
Gonzalez also qualified for the final field ,
actually besting Beldy by 50 pins in the
regional match.)

A new suite-style dormitory for undergraduate students opened this fall. Built
on a sloping 1.75-acre site, Dormitory 16
houses an additional 284 students, bringing
the resident student population to approximately 2,300 or three-quarters of the
undergraduate student body.
The second largest building on campus,
Dormitory 16 features three-story and
four-story wings connected by a central
four-story section. The residence hall's
colorfully decorated, fully furnished suites
consist of a living room, a bathroom, and
four double bedrooms. Four of the suites
can accommodate handicapped students.

The new health services office, just off the
main entrance of the residence hall, is
twice the size of the previous health center.
The facility includes four examination
rooms, waiting and check-in areas, a health
education room, storage space, and offices.
Dimeo Construction Company was the
contractor for the $9.2 million project,
and the Providence Partnership was the
architect. Representatives of those companies joined Bryant officials at ribbon
cutting ceremonies for the new dormitory
on August 30.

BRYANT ATHLETIC
HALL OF FAME

Beldy has come a long way in a short
time. He began bowling just three years
ago and his only other triumphs until last
spring had been in junior tourna ments on
Long Island.

/My nomination for the BryantColleg--;-Athletic Hall of- \
~ ~~~

I NAME
I
I

FIRST

Ml

LAST

I
I
I
I

The Bryant athletic program has come a long way. What once was a few
informal teams is now one of the most successful NCAA Division II programs
PRESENT ADDRESS (IF KNOWN)
in the East.
Much of the credit for this success belongs to the former athletes, coaches,
C ITY
STATE
ZIP
and friends of the College.
To honor these former athletes, the Athletic Department has created the
~CL~A~S~S--~S~P~O~R~T~S~P~LA~Y~E~D------------- 1
Bryant Athletic Hall of Fame.
The Hall is open to all former Bryant athletes, coaches, and individuals assoFIRST
Ml
LAST
I
ciated with the athletic program. Selection is based upon athletic achievement I MY NAME
while at Bryant; or on athletic, business, or public service achievements by
former athletes after their graduation from the College, or significant contribu- 1 7-AD~D~R~ES~S~------------------------------- /
tions to the world of athletics by a former Bryant student.
The fourth inductions will be held in June 1990. But to make the Hall a success, we CITY
STATE
Z IP
need your help. Over the next few months, we will be gathering nominations
Return to :John Gillooly, Sports Information Director, /
for the Hall's next inductees. Make sure your class is represented. Send your
Bryant College, 450 Douglas Pike, Smithfield, Rl 02917-1284.
nominations on this form.
1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
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Fall Convocation 1989
... Professors Hsi L" and Pedro Beade
presented their paper, "Individualism and
Flexibility in Decision-Making," at the
annual meeting of the Western Economic
Association in Nevada in June. Beade's
article, "Falsification and Falsifiability in
Historical Linguistics," appeared in the
summer issue of Philosophy of the Social
Sciences, an international, refereed
journal published in Canada . ..
... Professor Gregg Carter presented his
paper, "Using CH!Penda/e MicroComputer Software to Teach Sociology of
Collective Violence," at Harvard in June.
The event was the National Science
Foundations demonstration workshop on
quantitative instruction on American
society ...
... Professor Lance Heiko, a recognized
authority on Just-in-Time management,
recently returned from Japan where he
presented two papers and led a manufacturing track at an international conference in Osaka . ..

US Comptroller General Charles A.
Bowsher '84H described America's fiscal
deficit as "worse- much worse" than the
official numbers indicate at Bryant's
annual Fall Convocation September 13 in
the Multipurpose Activities Center (MAC).
As keynote speaker for the ceremonial
opening of the new academic year, the
country's chief accountant and head of
the General Accounting Office charged
that official figures that indicate a gradual
decline in the federal deficit have been
"badly distorted by a combination of rosy
economic forecasts and the use of accounting sleight-of-hand." Suggesting that

"future government leaders ought to take
Accounting 10 I," Bowsher said that some
political leaders "can't see reality when
looking at numbers.
"The fiscal side of the debate tells only
part of the story," Bowsher stated in a
prepared text made available before the
event. One of the most tragic results of
the deficit, Bowsher said, is the lack of
flexibility of elected officials to find money
for much-needed new initiatives.
"Lack of flexibility affects the education
of our children, our response to environmental challenges, our ability to deal with

. . . Lieutenant Governor Roger N. Begin 76,

a member of the Colleges Board of
Trustees, was named one of the three
"Best Statewide Politicians" in a readers'
poll of the "Best and Worst of Rhode
Island" conducted this summer by Rhode
Island Monthly magazine ...
. . . Director of Public Information Bill
Rupp is chairing the advisory board for
Ocean State College News, a new

monthly publication set to debut in
November ...
. . . Professor Wossen Kassaye presented a
paper titled, "Effect of Counter Trade on
Trade Imbalance: The Case of the US
and its Far East Trading Partners," at the
sixth Pan- Pacific Conference on Business,
Economic, and Technical Exchange in
Sydney, Australia in June. And the
fall/winter issue of the Journal of
Hospital Marketing will carry Kassaye s
paper on "Effects of Changes in Micro
and Macro Environmental Factors on
Supply of Hospital Services.". ..
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''It is our faith in academic traditions and our commitment to the
canons of educational excellence
that we are here to reaffirm.
Convocation is the perfect time for
such a renewal and reaffirmation.
Academic robes and maces are
symbols of the ideals and freedoms
that the college communities hold
dear."

''Money to service the national
debt is money that comes off the
top . .. This money cannot be used
to hire air traffic controllers, to
fight the war on drugs, to pay for
modern weapons, to improve health
care for Americans, or to buy any
of the other goods and services the
government must purchase each
year."

William E. Trueheart
President of Bryant College

Charles Bowsher '84H
US Comptroller General

"While I'm proud to be singled out
for this honor, I have to think of
myself as symbolic of all faculty
who have been here with me over
the last 21 years-those who are
still here and those who have gone
away . .. The faculty has been
toiling in the vineyards and sometimes in the trenches (for academic
excellence). We are now at the
beginning of a new era, and I have
great confidence and hope for
where we are headed. "
Professor Joseph llacqua
Distinguished Faculty A ward
Recipient
such corrosive problems as drugs in our
cities and housing for the poor a nd homeless," noted the comptroller general, who
received an honorary degree from Bryant
in 1984. "It hinders the ability of American
industry to compete in world markets. In
short, lack of flexibility threatens to paralyze our ability to meet the myriad
challenges of a changing and complex
world."
Another serious consequence of the deficit
is that federa l funds are being used to
cover interest payments instead of new
programs, Bowsher added.
"Servicing the national debt represents
one of the largest transfers of wealth in
American history. It is money that flows
from American workers (who pay most of

"There is no doubt a new era will
soon be upon us . .. and it is those
leaders who possess the ability to
foresee the future who will succeed . .. We have to challenge
ourselves if we will be the leaders
and shapers of what will be the
business world of the future."
Harry Franks '91
Student Senate President
the taxes) to institutiona l investors and
wealthy individuals who purchase Treasury
securities."
There is nothing very mysterious about
how to solve the deficit problem, Bowsher
said. The two things that must be done,
according to America's ch ief accountant,
are to spend the money we do have more
wise ly by eliminating programs and running others more efficiently, and probably
by raising taxes.
"We have to face the economic rea lities
and get our house in order," Bowsher
concluded. " If we do that, there is no
question in my mind that this country can
maintain its leadersh ip position possibly
into the next century."
Dr. Wi lliam E. Trueheart, presiding over
his first college-wide activity since assuming the presidency on August I, declared
"Leadersh ip for the 1990s" as the underlying theme of this year's Convocation.
"Leadership," he said, "which wi ll meet
the academic, business, and public policy

"Those of us who are gathered here
today are participating in an exciting event-the beginning of a new
era at Bryant . .. We all look forward to Bill Trueheart's leadership . . .And through our
understanding of Bryant's mission,
we, all of us, have the opportunity
to join in Bryant's renaissance and
carry the College into the 1990s."
Charles Healy
Bryant College Trustee
challenges of the coming decade and
beyond ."
Trustee Charles B. Healy brough t the
greeti ngs of the College's Board of
Trustees, and Harry S. Franks '91, president of the Student Senate, represented
the student body.
The Convocation a lso included the presentatio n of the Distinguished Faculty Award
to Economics Professor Joseph A. llacqua.
llacqua, who served as president of the
Bryant College Faculty Federation for 10
years, was selected by his colleagues for
this honor. A graduate of Stonehill College, he received his MA degree from
Clark University. llacqua taught at Providence College before coming to Bryant in
1968.
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Undergraduate
Class Notes
1989- 90
Alumni Association
Executive Board
Alan S. Wardyga '77, '84MBA, president
Dr. Kenneth J. La Salle '66, vice president

1933

Jeffrey A. Ferrante '81, vice president

George McCabe, who was the first blind
teacher teaching sighted people in the early
1960s, now spends numerous volunteer
hours- some 300 hours last year- singing
at nursing homes, telling jokes at adult
day care centers, and serving as president
of the I ,300 member Rhode Island Retired
Teachers' Association . George resides in
Charlestown, RI.

Catherine D. Parente '78, treasurer
Nicholas J. Puniello '80, secretary

Members-at-large
Jennifer Canning '90 (SAA)
Paul F. Connery '81
David E. Gordon '67
Nelson J. Gulski '26, '72 H
Karen Hoyt '81
Nancy Jefferson '78
Charles Kingsbury '56
Kay Kingsbury '55
Elvira C. Knight '26
Pamela Macon '83
Blain Marchand '83
Michael T. Martin '72
Elaine C. Notorantonio '75 (Faculty)
J. Edward Shea '70, '74MBA
William F. Sheehan '42
David Shultis '84
Jacqueline Smith '86
Craig Sonsire '86

1942
May (Grime) Yates would Jove to hear
from "old" friends. May makes her home
in Portsmouth, RI.

Roland C. Talbot '39
Steven H. Townsend '73, '80MBA

SAA Student Alumni Association
GAC Graduate School Alumni Council
chair

Charles A. Calverley Jr. '85 MBA of
Seekonk, MA , has been elected president
of Attleboro Pawtucket Savings Bank's
wholly-owned subsidiary, Pawtucket Trust
Company, in Pawtucket, RI.

1960
Charles L. Terrell was elected president
and treasurer of the New Haven Savings
Bank in Connecticut. Charles resides in
Guilford, CT.

1945
Valencia (Bejian) Acciaioli was named the
1989 "Secretary of the Year" by the
Providence, Rl , Chapter of the Professional Secretaries International. Currently,
she is secretary to the legal counsel for the
Solid Waste Management Corporation.
Governor Edward DiPrete proclaimed
May 1989, as Valencia Acciaioli Appreciation Month. Val lives in North Providence, RI.

1963

Thomas F . Markey is retired and lives in
Lincoln , RI.

EverettS. Walker Jr. has been named
vice president of finance for Prestige
Pillow, Inc., Conover, NC. Everett lives
with his wife, Janet (Eaton) Walker '64,
in Hickory, NC.

1951

1966

Albin Richtarik retired as the Town
Treasurer of Coventry, RI, on March I.
AI makes his home in Coventry.

John E. Kelley has been named regional
sales manager for LA-CO Industries, Inc.
in Chicago, IL. Jack makes his home in
Cary, IL.

Wendy Sonsire '86
Kenneth J . Sousa '87 (CAG)

1958

1950

1969
William F. Sandberg has been promoted
to general manager of customer service
for Providence Gas Company in Providence, RI. Bill lives in North Providence.
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1970
Linda (Mattson) A ron competed in the
adult division of the Eastern Sectionals
and National Precision Skating Championships as a member of the Warwick,
Rl , "Moonlighters." Linda makes her
home in Warwick.

Vincent L. DelNero, CPA, has been
promoted to senior vice president and
treasurer for Pawtucket Mutual Insurance
Company in Pawtucket, Rl. Yin resides
in Greenville, Rl.

1972
Archie Berberian is presently chief of the
Air Operations Branch of the Air National
Guard Support Center at Andrews Air
Force Base in Maryland. Archie, who lives
in Waldorf, MD, received his MBA from
Troy State University and also graduated
from the USAF War College, Maxwell
Air Force Base.

Edward Bernardo Jr. has been promoted
to assistant vice president at National
Bank of Fairhaven, MA. Ed makes his
home in New Bedford, MA.

Thomas J. Westgate of Cumberland, Rl ,
has been named administrative partner with
Murphy & Co. in Providence, Rl.

1973
Jean A. Jones has been named supervisor
of office automation at Northrop Corporation in Norwood, MA, where she has
worked for the past 13 years. Jean lives in
Sharon, MA.

Elizabeth Lanni is president of Travel
Bag, a travel agency in Pawtucket, Rl.
Liz resides in North Providence, Rl.

Edmond Larue has been appointed plant
manager of the metal container plant at
Ball Corporation in Saratoga Springs,
NY. Ed makes his home in South Glens
Falls, NY.

Alan Tavares has been named to Pawtucket,
RI's Charter Review Commission. A
health care administrator with the federal
Department of Health and Human
Services, Alan Jives in Pawtucket.

Happy Anniversary.
A copy of Bryant's first official history book can
still be yours. Bryant College: The First 125 Years
describes the people. places, and events that have
made Bryant what it is today.
A beautifully-crafted, coffee-table size hardcover
with a full-color dust jacket, Bryant College: The
First 125 Years is packed with fascinating photographs that are guaranteed to bring back memories of Bryant's beginnings, the East Side years,
and the move to Smithfield- not to mention the
College's most recent history. Every one of its
143 pages is richly illustrated. Don't miss out!
Order your copies today. Bryant College: The
First 125 Years makes an excellent gift , one that
friends and relatives with a Bryant connection
will treasure for years to come. This is a limited
edition at the special introductory price of $24*
*Includes postage and handling.

Please send me _ _ copies of Bryant's
!25th anniversary book @ $24 each.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Class year - - - - - - - - - - Address - - - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _____
___ VISA ___ Mastercard
Acct #
Exp. Date - - - - - - - - - - Signature required for credit card
purchases.
Send to: Office of Publications and
Advertising , Box 2, Bryant College,
450 Douglas Pike, Smithfield , Rl
02917-1284.
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Nicholas J. Puniello has started his own

1974

CPA firm, Puniello & Yetter, P.C., in
Boston, MA. Nick makes his home in
Boston.

John M. Leask Ill has been awarded a
Paul Harris Fellowship by the Fairfield,
CT, Rotary Club. The award is given for
outstanding community service. John
resides in Fairfield.

1981
J. W. Harrington has been named development coordinator of the Providence
Zen Center in Cumberland, Rl, and
makes his home in Riverside, RI.

1975
Harry J. Bishop has been promoted to
manager of finance and taxes for Providence Gas Company and director for
investor relations for its parent company,
Providence Energy Corporation, in Providence, RI. Harry makes his home in
North Providence, RI.

Linda Sherman has been named a vice
president of National Westminster Bank
USA in New York, NY. Linda resides in
Brewster, NY.

1978
Catherine Parente of Johnston, Rl, has

Peter B. Fahlman has been promoted to
senior vice president in the corporate
accounting group of Old Stone Bank,
Providence, RI. Peter lives in North
Kingstown, RI.

1976
Scott Heller was promoted to associate
vice president in the investment banking
direct investment group at PrudentialBache Securities in New York, NY. Scott
lives in Mogehan Lake, NY.

1977
Richard A. Pierson is a senior consultant
at Robert E. Nolan Company, Inc., in
Simsbury, CT. Richard makes his home
in Cranston, RI.
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manager, program pricing, at ESPN in
Bristol, CT. He makes his home in
Newington, CT.

Katherine (Williams) Medico has been
natned vice president for finance at the
Crotched Mountain Foundation in Greenfield, NH. Katherine resides in Merrimack,
NH.

been appointed human resources partner
with Murphy & Company in Providence,
RI. Catherine wilr be responsible for
recruiting and training, and for developing
incentive compensation strategies and
organizational effectiveness reviews for
clients.

Jenny Miezin has been appointed to

1979

Terry B . Mills, after earning her MBA

Captain James Cerep of Smithfield, RI ,
has retired after 20 years on the North
Providence, Rl, Police Department. He is
now a security manager for the New
Bedford Institution for Savings in New
Bedford, MA.

Richard Maged, who makes his home in
Weymouth, MA, is a pioneer in the field
of insurance covering career-ending injuries
for athletes. His office is in Canton, MA.

Mike Lennhojj has been promoted to

manager-promotion for the Campbell
Soup Company in Camden, NJ . Jenny
lives in Medford, NJ.

from Babson College in December 1988,
was named product relations manager for
Lotus Development Corporation in
Cambridge, MA. Terry resides in Boston,
MA.

1982

Scott E. Hermes has been recently pro-

Robert Anderson Jr. CPA, AAI, has

moted to director of sales and marketing
for Hyatt Hotels worldwide sales office in
Washington, DC. Scott lives in Arlington,
VA.

been awarded the Accredited Adviser in
Insurance designation and diploma by the
Insurance Institute of America. Robert is
vice president of Butler & Messier, Inc.,
Pawtucket, RI, and makes his home in
Warwick, RI.

David Palms has been promoted to assistant vice president in the operations
division of the trust and investment
management group of Citizens Bank,
Providence, RI. David resides in Smithfield, RI.

1980
Captain William Oakland has been
recently assigned as an acquisition staff
officer for headquarters, Pacific Air
Forces, at Hickham Air Force Base, HI.
Woodie lives in Honolulu, HI.

Sandy Berdos has been promoted to
administration operations manager at
IBM, Boston, MA. Sandy lives in
Medford, MA.

Thomas J. Foley has been promoted to
assistant vice president in the retail
banking group of Old Stone Bank, Providence, RI. Tom makes his home in
Cranston, RI.

Charles P. Fontaine '85 MST graduated
from New England School of Law in
May. Charles, a resident of Providence,
RI, is a senior supervisor of tax compliance at the Hill Stores Company in
Canton, MA.
Mary Ellen (Williams) Gallagher has been
promoted to assistant vice president,
commercial loan officer, of Marine
Midland Bank in New York City, NY.
Mary Ellen lives in Roselle Park, NJ.
RichardS. Hilton has accepted the position of facilities manager of the Burrillville
School Department, Harrisville, RI.
Richard resides in Cumberland, RI.

1983
Erin (Brogan) Baker is working as an
account executive with Tiffany and
Company in Boston, MA. Erin resides in
East Greenwich, RI.
Lori-Ann (DeLuca) Bilodeau has been
promoted to the position of corporate
controller at Ferland Corporation,
Pawtucket, RI. Lori-Ann lives in
Cranston, RI.
Diane A. Kazarian of Providence, RI, has
been appointed senior manager in the
Providence office of Peat Marwick Main
& Co.

Bryant College Alumni Awards Nomination
THE NELSON J. GULSKI '26, '72H ALUMNI SERVICE A WARDS
The Nelson J . Gulski '26, '72H Alumni Service Awards will be presented to Bryant
alumni who have given outstanding service to the College and / or Alumni Association. Such service will have enhanced the stature, well-being, and success of their
alma mater.
BRYANT COLLEGE DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARDS
The Bryant College Distinguished Alumni Awards will be presented to Bryant alumni
in recognition of outstanding personal achievement in a professional field and / or
service to the community. This achievement may be in the field of education, business,
science, government, sports, or any other area worthy of personal recognition .
BRYANT COLLEGE YOUNG ALUMNI LEADERSHIP AWARDS
The Bryant College Young Alumni Leadership Awards will be presented to Bryant
alumni in recognition of creative and responsible leadership in business, industry,
government, or society. The recipients should have graduated no more than 10 years
ago.

NOMINATION BALLOT
BRYANT COLLEGE ALUMNI AWARDS SCREENING COMMITTEE:
I nominate
of the Class of _ _ _ _ _ for the following award .

D NELSON J. GULSKI '26, '72H SERVICE AWARDS
D BRYANT COLLEGE DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARDS
D BRYANT COLLEGE YOUNG ALUMNI LEADERSHIP AWARDS
Prepare a brief biography of your nominee, setting forth the reasons why you believe
the nominee should be honored at Alumni Reunion Weekend '90.

Maryanne (Horan) Ryan has been named
product manager at Pantresse, Inc.,
Westwood, MA. Maryanne lives in
Millville, MA.

Nominator:

1984

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip - - - - - - - - -

Valerie K. Donar is the branch manager
of Norrell Temporary Services in
Hartford, CT. Valerie is a resident of
Hartford.

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date
Print Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone

Attach biography to nomination form and send to Screening Committee, Brya nt
College Alumni Office, Smithfield, Rhode Island , 02917-1284 by February 8, 1990.
Screening Committee selections must be presented to and approved by the Alumni
Association Executive Board.

Melissa A. Fontaine of Greenville, RI,
graduated with a master of arts from
Providence College in May.
James J. Free was promoted to corporate
controller of the Mediplex Group, Inc. , in
West Newton, MA. Jim resides in
Cumberland, RI.
Mary E. O'Brien is a manager,financial
planning of the Line Group in Chicago,
IL. Mary lives in Chicago.

AnnaL. Toro-Bernard received the 1988
V.P. of Sales Award for service to international subsidiaries and distributors of
McCormack & Dodge, a Dun &
Bradstreet Company, in Natick, MA.
Anna lives in Ashland, MA.

1985
Thomas P. Galullo a resident of Woburn,
MA, has been promoted to senior auditor
with GTE in Peabody, MA.

1986
Cathleen Byrne of Stoneham, MA, has
been named area sales manager in passenger sales at American Airlines in Boston,
MA.
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Graduate
Class Notes

1987

Donna Jane Fantetti '87 MBA to John

1958)

Sandra (Isherwood) Marquis has joined
JiB MarqUilrdt recently accepted a position
as a credit analyst for EMC Corporation
in Hopkinton, MA. Jill resides in
Cambridge, MA, with Debra Shejtic '86.

the sales staff at the Paddock Townhouse
Development in Dover, NH. Sandy resides
in South Berwick, ME.

Robert L. McSparren has been promoted
to associate product manager at Squibb
Diagnostics in Princeton, NJ. He makes
his home in Ewing, NJ.

Marriages

Elizabeth (Haskins) Morry has been
appointed controller at Elmwood Sensors,
Inc., Pawtucket, RI. She lives in Seekonk
MA.
,

David Schwartz '76 to Ella Jayson; they

1987

Stephen R. Fox '79 to Cynthia E. Kelly

Robert Collins of Attleboro, MA, has
been promoted to commercial loan officer
at Attleboro Pawtucket Savings Bank in
Attleboro.
Kathy A . Larimore was promoted to trust
administrator at Connecticut National
Bank in Hartford , CT. Kathy makes her
home in New London, CT.

Russell P. Marsella is a financial analyst
for National Medical Care, Inc., in
Waltham, MA. Russ resides in Cumberland, RI, with his wife Karen H. (Seeru)

Marsella '89.
Carol A. Touzin has been appointed business manager for the Burrillville, RI,
School Department. Carol lives in Harrisville, RI.

1988
Anthony DeAngelis of Norwood , MA,
has been appointed manager of Eastland
Bank's North Providence, RI, office.
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Paul J. Castagliuolo '86 to Nancy A.

Charles P. Fontaine (See Class of 1982)

Charles A. Calverley Jr. (See Class of

ment as a loan analyst of Meredith and
Grew, Inc., a Boston, MA, real estate
company. Deborah is a resident of Boston.

on May 6, 1989; they make their home in
Waterbury, CT.

Lafond on April 15, 1989; they are living
in Bristol, R I.
Michael Commendatore '86 to Cheryl
Perogino on February 25, 1989; they
make their home in Johnston, RI.
Michael T. Langlois '86 to Karen M .
Sturmer on May 13, 1989; they are residing in Meriden, CT.

1985
Deborah Enos joined the finance depart-

Sylvie Tremblay '85 to Gregory P . Morin

are residing in Richmond, VA.

on April 16, 1989; they are making their
home in East Greenwich, RI.

John G. Abood '80 to Sharon Desmarais
on April 2, 1989; they live in North
Providence, RI.

Deborah Parker '81 to Stan V. Oleksy on
May 27, 1989; they make their home in
East Douglas, MA.

Teresa Cusack '83 to Timothy O'Leary on
May 30, 1987; they make their home in
Wrentham, MA.

Patricia Jweid '84 to Joseph Dorion on
October 15, 1988; they reside in Marlboro,
MA.
Kathleen (LaFortune) Eithier '84 resides
in West Brattleboro, VT, with her new
husband.
Rhonda Michelson '84 to Jeffrey Solomon
in June 1989; they are residing in
Lexington, MA.
Douglas B. Winslow '84 to Nancy J.
Suarse on April 8, 1989; they are living in
Warwick, RI.

A . Yena on March II , 1989; they reside
in East Greenwich, RI.

Christopher B. Clark '88 to Nancy A .
Falocco on March II , 1989; they live in
Marlboro, MA.
Stacy Louise Quist '88 to Charles R .
Skerry in March 1989; they make their
home in Barre, MA.

Births
Christian J. to Christopher J. Watson '69
and his wife, Susan, on December 29, 1988
Lindsay Taylor to Lori (Malamed) Doris
'73 and her husband, Brian, on January
24, 1989
Blake Allison to Paul Portnof '73 and his
wife, Michelle, on February 23, 1989
Kate Ashley to Carl "Sydney" Wikse '74
and his wife, Deborah, on May 3, 1989
Hannah L. to Kathryn Ashton '76 and
her husband, David, on February 21, 1987
Timothy J . to Joe Schmeltz '76 and his
wife, Nancy, on August 20, 1988
Patrick
and his
Kristen
and his
1988

Ryan to WalterS. Hourahan '78
wife, Colleen, on April 15, 1989
Jean to David A lien Laverty '78
wife, Cathleen, on December 29,

Alicia Nicole to Ralph Bubar III '79 and
Catherine (Hoffman) Bubar '84 on May
18, 1989
Nicholas Robert to Denise (Cossick)
Delisle '80 and her husband on January 3,
1989
Samantha Catherine to Carol (Hines)
Pillian '80 and her husband, Gary, on
May 15, 1987

Melissa Ann to Stephen Caulkins '82 and
Linda (Beckman) Caulkins '84 on March
19, 1989
Katie Ryan and Christopher Whalen to
Barry Dunn '82 and Barbara (Medeiros)
Dunn '83 on July I, 1985, and on
September II , 1988 respectively
Lauren Mary to Thomas Foley '82 and
his wife, Sheila
Reaghan Ann to Paul D. Mangano '82
and his wife, Holly, on April 25, 1988
Richard Philip to Philip Palma '82 and
Lenore (Atkinson) Palma '83 on May 3,
1989
Brianna Maril to John R. Anderson, Jr.
'84 and Marybeth (Tavernier) Anderson
'85
Brenden Dania! to Robyn R. (Rutkowski)
Cologna '84 and her husband, Dania!, o n
January 10, 1989
Amanda Michelle to George B. Hagan '85
and his wife, Michelle, on April 25, 1989
Katelyn Ashley to Kathleen (Barrett)
Karek '85 and her husband, Mark, on
April 21 , 1989

Memoriam
Mary Elizabeth Root '15
Lillian A. (Cra ne) Dorr '17
Mabel E. Carlson '20
Emma Connell '21
David Uffer '21
Sister Annette Coutu '26
Myrtle H. (Bennett) Kettell '29
Walter Knutton '29
Mary B. Munson '34
Frederick Edwin Thomas '35
James E. Gerry '36
Donald Joseph Allard '37
Irene E. Jennings '39
James E. Walsh '42
John P. Callahan '49
Gordon Cleveland '49
James J . Deery '50
Jay Gifford Barnes '51
Sidney Vander Werf '53
Vincent J . Centracchio '54
Donald S. Libby '55
Earl J. Pearson '56
Vernon H. Hutchins, Jr. '57
Jay G. Barnes '59
R . Paul Boucher '60
Ronald Colafrancesco '65
Dianne (Coia) Barron '70
David M. Roy '71
Charles Dean Lawton '79

April 15, 1989
April 7, 1989
February 2,
1989
May, 1989
March, 1989
March, 1989
March, 1989
April, 1989
April II , 1989
November 26,
1988
April 23, 1989
May I, 1989
April, 1989
April, 1989
May, 1989
May 7, 1989
April 22, 1989
April 2, 1989
May 5, 1989
May 19, 1989
May I, 1989
November 26,
1988
May, 1989
April, 1989
April 25, 1989
April21 , 1989
April, 1989
April 27, 1989
May, 1989

Christina Marie and Kimberly June to

Carol (Cravens) Duggan '81 and her
husband, William, on June 9, 1986, and
February 24, 1988, respectively
Talbot Anne to Beth-Ann J. (Bailey)
Eckweiler '81 and Karl T. Eckweiler '83
on April 5, 1989
Kerri Ruth to Debbie (Dutot) McGeever
'81 and her husband, Michael, in July 1988
Kelli Elizabeth to Andrew McLoughlin '81
and Lori (Boustania) McLoughlin '81 on
July 14, 1988
Christopher Mark to Barbara (Conti)
Placido '81 and her husband, Mark, on
November 7, 1988
Meghan Jane to Bruce A. Reardon '81
and Nancy (Rodrigues) Reardon '81 on
April 17, 1989
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OFFICIAL
BRYANT
COLLEGE
LITHOGRAPH

The alumni office is delighted to make available a beautiful , new lithograph of the Tupper campus. This lovely landscape will
help you recall fond memories of your days at Bryant. The Archway from the Hope Street campus, the Unistructure with its
dome, the Koffler Center, the Bell Tower, a corner of the new Bryant Center, and the lake with a flock of visiting geesethey're all included in this beautiful full-color reproduction.
This attractive print is ideally suited to home and office display. Each lithograph is signed by the artist, David Keeling, a
well-known painter of college landmarks. It is printed on quality vellum, a paper which will keep its brightness and not
become brittle as the years pass.
Each lithograph measures II x 14 inches , and is reasonably priced at $38. You may order your lithograph professionally
mounted with double-matting (bevelled edges) and framed behind glass in a gold-lipped, walnut-stained, varnished wood
molding for an additional $27. The overall size is 17 x 20 inches.
The lithograph may also be mounted in the same handsome molding above a mirror. This lithograph and mirror combination
measures 29 x 16 inches overall, and the cost of the mounting is $37. We strongly recommend these styles of framing because
we can pass our volume savings on to you.
This is a rare opportunity to obtain one or more of these lovely works of art, representing a very special time and place in
each of our lives. The lithographs would also make thoughtful gifts at Christmas, graduation, birthday or other occasions.
Complete the order form now, and mail it with your check or credit card number. For quickest delivery, you may call
(703) 463-4353 , and charge your purchase to your VISA or MasterCard account.
Your purchase is completely guaranteed. If you are dissatisfied in any way, your order will be replaced or your money returned , as
you request. Please call (401) 232-6040 if you need more information.

ORDER FORM
Please send me:

full-color lithograph(s) signed by David Keeling
$38 eac h
lithograph(s), as above , double-matted and custom framed
$65 each
lithograph(s), as above, custom framed above a mirror
$75 each
Add for packing & shipping: $2 each unframed , $4 each other items

SUBTOTAL
Virginia residents add 4Yl % sales tax

TOTAL

$ _ _ _ __
$ _ _ _ _ __
$ _ _ _ _ __
$ _ _ _ __
$ _ _ _ __
$ _ _ _ _ __
$ _ _ _ __

Make checks payable and mail directly to:
University Artworks, P.O. Box 586, Lexington, VA 24450.
For immediate delivery, call (703) 463-4353 and charge it to your VISA or Ma sterCa rd account.
Name _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Charge it to my: 0 VISA
0 MasterCard
Account Number _________________________________________________________ Expiration Date----------------Signature _____________________________________________________________________________________________
(Cred it card charges not va lid unless signed)
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BRYANT PRIDE
Captain's chair ................. $ 195.00
Boston rocker .................... 195.00
Dark blue tie ...................... 20.00
Maroon tie ....................... 20.00
Black tie .......................... 18.00
Nylon portfolio .................... 20.00
Ladies scarf ....................... 15.00

Card holder .................... $ 11.00
Bear w/lapel pin .................... 7.50
Card case .......................... 6.50
Key tag ........................... 5.50
Bookmark ......................... 5.00
Lapel pin .......................... 3.00

!OK Cross pen ................. $
!OK Cross set .....................
Black Cross pen ...................
Black Cross set ....................
Chrome Cross pen .................
Chrome Cross set ..................
Gray Cross pen ....................

30.00
59.00
22.00
41.00
15.00
28.00
19.00

Please ship the circled items to:
Name ____________________________________________________________ ClassYear ________
Address ___________________________________________________________________________

Home Phone ______________________________ Business Phone _____________________________
________ I've enclosed a check or money order payable to Bryant College.
________ Please charge my ________ VISA ________ Mastercard
My number is: ______________________________________________________ Exp. date _______
Signature: _________________________________________________________________________
Please return to:

Jill T . Nosach '86
Assistant Director, Alumni Relations
Bryant College, 450 Douglas Pike, Smithfield, RI 02917-1284.

Second class
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